THE BEERS (for each entry: brewery, name of beer, ABV, brewery location & description)
1. LOCH LOMOND, BRAVEHOP IPA, 6.0%, ALEXANDRIA. An IPA with Marmalade and pine aromas leading to caramel and apricot flavours followed by a
bittersweet finish.
2. LOCH LOMOND,OUTLANDER, 6.5%, ALEXANDRIA. A traditional Scotch ale. An aroma of rich roasted malts leads to a caramel and red berry flavour
followed by a lingering fruity finish.
3. LOCH LOMOND, HITCHHIKER’S GUIDE, 4.5%, ALEXANDRIA. A pale ale dry hopped with Galaxy hops. Aromas of pineapple and mango leads to a tropical
fruit flavour and refreshing finish.
4. LOCH LOMOND, LOST IN MOSAIC, 5.0%, ALEXANDRIA. A new world india pale ale. Pineapple and citrus aromas lead to orange and melon flavours
followed by a fresh citrus burst.
5. LOCH LOMOND, SILKIE STOUT, 5.0%, ALEXANDRIA. A robust oatmeal stout. A roast coffee aroma leads to a rich chocolate flavour that is rounded off
with a smooth and creamy finish.
6. LOCH LOMOND, SOUTHERN SUMMIT, 4.0%, ALEXANDRIA. American style pale ale. A juicy citrus fruit aroma leads to a full on grapefruit flavour that is
rounded off with a bitter and refreshing finish.
7. BEATH BREWERY, PALE SHELTER V7, 4.5%, COWDENBEATH. Pale ale with a fruity aroma and refreshing finish.Using seven different malts and seven
different hops. Namely, Ekuanot, Magnum, Mosaic, Enigma, Vic Secret, Citra and Idaho.
8. BEER MONKEY, EVOLUTION PILSNER, 4.0%, NORTH YORKSHIRE. A modern Bohemian-style Pilsner of pale straw colour with subtle graining nose and
pronounced bitterness.
9. BIG HAND, BASTION, 4.2%, WALES. Crisp, balanced best bitter. A combination of European and British noble hops come together to give a refreshing,
easy drinking beer with a classic finish.
10. BINGLEY, AIRE GOLD, 4.2%, WEST YORKSHIRE. This golden ale is brewed using a combination of East Kent Goldings and Saaz hops, giving smooth earthy
flavours with a little of honey and pleasant subtle herbal and spice overtones and a hint of caramel in the back taste.
11.BLUNT CHISEL, GINGER, HONEY, RYE!, 5.2%, KELTY. First attempt at cask beer from one of Scotlands newest breweries. Made with pale malt, rye malt,
crystal rye, golden naked oats and carapils malt flavoured with West Bowhouse Farm Honey and Galaxy hops.
12. BRADFIELD, FARMER’S BROWN COW, 4.2%, SOUTH YORKSHIRE. A rich deep chestnut coloured ale, with a beautifully smooth creamy head. A citrus
aftertaste gives way to a long dry finish.

13. BREWSMITH, CASCADE, 3.9%, LANCASHIRE. An ultra pale session ale with Cascade, Bravo, Crystal, Ekuanot and Amarillo hops.
14. BUSHY’S, RUBY 1874 MILD, 3.5%, ISLE OF MAN. An authentic 100% malt brewed mild with a fine aroma of crystal malt and fuggles and challenger hops.
Deep red in colour, the flavour is well balanced creating a popular session beer.
15. CITY OF CAMBRIDGE, BOATHOUSE BITTER, 3.7%, CAMBRIDGESHIRE. A deep amber beer with a rich, chocolatey nose, supported by a little citrus
hoppiness. The taste is malty and fruity, with hints of chocolate, but quite dry.
16. COUL, REBUS 188, 5.6%, GLENROTHES. A robust IPA with sweetness from Golden Promise and Dark Crystal Malt, generously hopped with Galaxy and
late addition Citra hops for lots of grapefruit, lime & tropical fruit. Finished with lashings of local tayberries.
17. COUL, MILESTONE 21, 3.8%, GLENROTHES. Light easy drinking session beer to celebrate the 21st Anniversary of the Glenrothes Beer Festival. Made
with Golden Promise, Crystal and Wheat malt. Hopped with Galaxy & Citra and dry hopped with Citra & Chinook hops for a sweet juicy pale ale with a
mango & tangerine finish.
18. CROMARTY, KOWABUNGA, 4.6%, HIGHLANDS. American hopped pale ale. A sweet malt base gives a good body. Vigorous late hopping with five hop
varieties.
19. CROMARTY, GHOST TOWN, 5.8%, HIGHLANDS. Brewed using ten varieties of malt creating a luscious black porter.
20. FIREBRICK, WEY-AYE-PA, 5.8%, TYNE & WEAR. Elegant fruity IPA with no excessive bitterness, Cascade and Centennial hopped.
21. FISHERS, APA, 4.5%, BUCKINGHAMSHIRE. American Pale Ale Citra dry-hopped, with grapefruit and light caramel notes.
22. Beath Brewery, Guzz Ale Returns, 4.5%, Cowdenbeath. An anniversary ale brewed for the festival. Pale ale and malty.Seven different malts and seven
different hops. Namely, Ekuanot, Magnum, Mosaic, Enigma, Vic Secret, Citra and Idaho
23. Unavailable
24. GOACHERS, REAL MILD, 3.5%, KENT. A full-flavoured dark mild brewed with chocolate and black malts and hopped with Kent Fuggles.
25. HAMBLETON, BLACK FOREST PORTER, 5.0%, NORTH YORKSHIRE. A smooth Porter with a black cherry twist.
26. HAWKSHEAD, LAKELAND GOLD, 4.4%, CUMBRIA. Golden Ale. Hoppy and uncompromisingly bitter with complex fruit flavours from the blending of a
modern English hop, First Gold, with the outrageously fruity American hop, Cascade.
27. HIGH WEALD, MOSAIC PALE, 4.2%, WEST SUSSEX. Straw-pale ale, heavily hopped with just whole-leaf Mosaic. A showcase for the mango, passionfruit
and citrus characteristics of this wonderful hop.
28. HYBRID, CITRA STORM, 4.5%, GRANGEMOUTH. A real juicy fruit burst of a citrus pale ale. Lots of late hop additions for a full on flavour sensation.
29. HYBRID, GROAT, 3.8%, GRANGEMOUTH. A golden ale made with barley, oats and wheat. Hopped with Ekuanot andAmarillo Hops. A zesty session ale.

30. HYBRID, KENDO, 3.4%, GRANGEMOUTH. A mild ale for the modern day. The brewery teamed up with the legendary wrestler Kendo Nagasaki to
produce this charity ale.
31. HYBRID, RESURRECTION, 6.5%, GRANGEMOUTH. Something a bit different. This is a Scottish sparkling ale. The only one being produced at the
moment.
32. INNER BAY, TIGER’S EYE IPA, 6.3%, INVERKEITHING. Premium grains give a deep gold colour. Rich passionfruit and other tropical fruit aromas aid a
flavour derived from the finest leaf hops. A juicy mouthful bursting with good cheer.
33. KNOPS, EAST COAST PALE ALE, 3.8%, EAST LOTHIAN. A Subtle easy drinking and refreshing pale ale.
34. KNOPS, MUSSELBURGH BROKE, 4.5%, EAST LOTHIAN. A brisk Scotch type ale with a complex maltiness.
35. LACONS, LEGACY, 4.4%, NORFOLK. Aromas of lemon and grapefruit on the nose. This light blonde ale is deep with flavour, lemon and lime battles the
palate to a mellowed finish.
36. MAD SQUIRREL UNHINGED, RESOLUTION, 4.2%, HERTFORDSHIRE. Resolution is late hopped with three American hop varieties for maximum flavour.
Light, refreshing and immensely drinkable, this beautiful brew shows everyone our resolution to keep cask ale alive and relevant to modern drinkers!
37. OLDERSHAW, BLONDE VOLUPTA, 5.0%, LINCOLNSHIRE. This uniquely zesty straw-gold premium beer is packed with complexity and intense tropical
fruit flavours.
38. OVENSTONE 109, FIFIE, 4.0%, ANSTRUTHER. Blonde ale with slight citrus notes and a crisp refrehsing finish.
39. OVENSTONE 109, TERRA NOVA, 4.3%, ANSTRUTHER. A well balanced golden ale with a complex malt base. Lightly hopped to give a nice quaffable ale.
40. PALMERS, TALLY HO, 5.5%, DORSET. A strong, nutty, full strength dark beer that has built a cult following amongst real ale aficionados since it was first
brewed for bottles in 1949. The oaky and roasted flavour, with its deep and distinctive taste, make it a cask-conditioned beer with a real difference.
41. PHEASANTRY BREWERY, MIKADO MILD., 5%, NOTTS. Strong, long, dark, full bodied and delicious..
42. REDCASTLE, Dark Knight, 4.8%, ANGUS. Rich Milk stout with hints of chocolate and orange .
43. REDCASTLE, THE LAIRD, 5.6%, ANGUS. Traditional wheat beer with notes of fresh banana balanced with citrus and apple notes.
44. REUNION, TALWAR, 4.5%, LONDON. Talwar is a light, crisp, very pale beer. Subtly infused with freshly ground coriander seeds Talwar is clean cut and
refreshing at any time but particularly so during summer. With the appearance of sun-parched straw, the taste is very clean with a zingy, zesty finish; the
aroma is resinous and spicy.
45. ROOSTERS, 24/7, 4.7%, WEST YORKSHIRE. Four big-hitting hops come together to create a sessionable, hop-forward pale ale with the intensity of a
New World IPA. Amarillo, Chinook and Simcoe from the USA work in harmony with New Zealand’s Nelson Sauvin to produce a punchbowl aroma of lemon,
tangerine and gooseberry, followed by a balanced grapefruit bitterness.

46. SEVEN KINGS, KING’S BANE, 5.0%, DUNFERMLINE. A cocktail of lightly roasted malts and a blend of both new age and traditional hops make this ruby
beer complex, yet balanced and full bodied with hints of stone fruit, toffee and elderflower.
47. Elland, Idaho 7, 3.7%, West Yorkshire. Showcasing the Idaho 7 hop, this pale beer produces big notes of tropical fruit and citrus, think apricot, orange
and papaya, with a hint of black tea.
48. ST ANDREWS, YIPPIE IPA, 6.0%, ST ANDREWS. A tribute to Bruce Willis and "Die Hard" An IPA hopped with Amarillo, Cascade, Columbus and Mosaic. A
complex brewwith tropical fruits and a crisp refreshing bitter finish.
49. STRATHBRAAN, DUE SOUTH, 3.8%, PERTHSHIRE. A classic pale ale appearing a golden colour in the glass. An easy drinking sesion beer with slight citrus
notes.
50. STRATHBRAAN, HEAD EAST, 4.2%, PERTHSHIRE. A traditional copper coloured bitter. Well balanced with a malty character and pronounced floral
aroma.
51. TYRST, CHOCOLATE COCONUT PORTER, 4.4%, LARBERT. A rich porter with toasted coconut added during the brewing process.
52. TYRST, HOP TRIAL, 3.9%, LARBERT. A rotating single hopped pale ale. The base pale ale remains constant in each brew with only the named hop being
altered. Please ask at the bar what the current hop variety is.
53. VETERANS, .303 GOLDEN ALE, 4.1%, LANARKSHIRE. A golden ale with lager like nuances and colour. It has a pleasant fruitiness along with citrus notes.
54. VETERANS, TRACER, 4.2%, LANARKSHIRE. Rich red in colour and mildly bitter with a spicy aroma.
55. WOODFORDE, NORFOLK HOG, 4.6%, NORFOLK. This is a smooth, reddish-black, rich and rounded 'Old Ale' with a velvety texture. The beer oozes dark
and seet roast malt flavours including hints of chocolate, treacle and liquorice. These flavours really come through when set against the subtle hopping that
characterises this award winner.

THE CIDERS (for each entry: producer, name of cider (sweet/medium/dry), ABV, location &
description)
56. BROADOAK, PERRY (SWEET), 7.5%, SOMERSET. Sweet & incredibly refreshing with glorious fresh tasting pears.
57. CAIRN O’MOHR, MIXED FRUIT CIDER (SWEET), 4.5%, PERTHSHIRE. Sweet heady mixture of berries and Scottish Apples.
58. CAIRN O’MOHR, VINTAGE CIDER (MEDIUM), 5.0%, PERTHSHIRE. Medium cider made with apples from the Carse of Gowrie.

59. CAIRN O’MOHR, KING JIMMY (MEDIUM), 5.0%, PERTHSHIRE. Cider made with apples from an orchard on King James Island on the Tay in
Perth.
60. CALEDONIAN CIDER, NORTH SHORE (MEDIUM), 6.0%, BLACK ISLE. Made with hand picked Scottish apples and matured in whisky casks.
61. CALEDONIAN CIDER, STRANGE BRU (DRY), 7.0%, BALCK ISLE. Highland scrumpy made with local apples and matured in whisky casks.
62. CRANBOURNE CHASE, TRADITIONAL FARMHOUSE (SWEET), 6.0%, DORSET. Matured in oak barrels made with fruit from the trees in a
former Royal hunting ground.
63. DUDDA’S TUN, PEAR O’DUDDAS PERRY (DRY), KENT. Medium pale slightly hazy Comice pear perry blend with touch of Bramley.
64. HALLETS, HEARTBREAKER (DRY), 7.0%, WALES. Traditional dry perry with a smooth finish.
65. HARROW WOOD, FARM MEDIUM (MEDIUM), 6.5%, HAMPSHIRE. Medium cider blended from Dabinett, Yarlington Mill and Michelin. Made
on a farm in the New Forest.
66. LYME BAY, REEF BREAK (CHERRY CIDER), 4.0%, DEVON. Refreshing crisp and clean fruit cider with ripe cherry flavours.
67. MR WHITEHEAD, NOVO PYRUS PERRY (DRY), 7.0%, HAMPSHIRE. Dry perry made with fruit picked from orchards in the South Downs.
68. PRESSHEAD, CRAZY DIAMOND (MEDIUM), 6.8%, WILTSHIRE. Blend of finest bittersweet pressed on an original Beare press and mill and run
using the original water pump.
69. PURE NORTH, VALLEY GOLD (MEDIUM), 6.0%, YORKSHIRE. Medium golden full flavoured sweet apples with a bitter finish.
70. ROSS ON WYE, SUZIE WONG (SWEET), 5.5%, HEREFORDSHIRE. Medium sweet still cider from a blend of apples.
71. SOUTH DOWNS, STRAWBERRY (STRAWBERRY), 4.0%, SUSSEX. Medium with 100% natural strawberry juice so not overly sweet.
72. STEIHEAD, CAPERCALLIE (MEDUIM), 6.5%, DUMFRIESSHIRE. A new addition to the Steihead range. Matured in oak casks.
73. STEIHEAD, BULLFINCH (MEDIUM), 6.5%, DUMFRIESSHIRE. Premium medium cider with a real punch of apple flavour.
74. THISTLY CROSS, JAGGY THISTLE (DRY), 7.4%, EAST LOTHIAN. Dry vintage scrumpy matured in wooden casks.
75. TUTT’S CLUMP, MANGO (MANGO), 4.0%, BERKSHIRE. Medium sweet infused with real mango juice.
76. TWISTED, BUBBLEGUM BURST (BUBBLEGUM(, 4.0%, DORSET. Sweet retro cider really tasting of bubble gum!.
77. WAULKMILL, WALLACE 1305 (MEDIUM), 5.0%, DUMFRIESSHIRE. Medium cider made with locally grown fruit.
78. WAULKMILL, STEEL BONNET (PYDER), 5.0%, DUMFRIESSHIRE. Splendid blend of local apples and pears.
79. WHARF DISTILLERY, DRY CIDER (DRY), 6.0%, BUCKINGHAMSHIRE. Dry CAMRA award winning mix of heritage culinary and dessert apples.
80. WINKLEIGH, SAM’S MEDIUM (MEDIUM), 6.0%, DEVON. Full bodied traditional Devon cider from locally sourced apples.

